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Abstract 

Evidence is presented which indicates that the accepted value for 
7 8 the cross section of the Be(p,y) B reaction at stellar energies is 

probably too large. It is suggested that the accepted valua of the 
7 8 Ll(d,p) Li croas section, which ua» been used for normalisation purposes, 

7 8 is too large; that the accepted value for the ratio of the Be(p,y) B 
7 8 and Li(d,p) Li cross sections is too large; and that the energy 

dependence used to extrapolate to stellar'energies from the higher 

energies at which measurements have been made is inaccurate. The 
7 8 consequent reduction of the Be(p,y) B cross section by about 302 would 

not be sufficient to resolve the solar neutrino problem but would 

significantly lessen the discrepancy between observation and calculation. 

Subject headings: nuclear reactions - neutrinos - Sun : interior 



X. Introduction 

The discrepancy by a factor of about three between tha oneervad flux 
of solar neutriaoe (2.1 ±0.3 SW9, to trier) and tha currently accapted 
calculated value (5.1 ±2.2 Saw, 3o arTor) constitutes tha aolar neutrino 
problaa (Baheall at al. 1985). Tha calculatad flux depends oa tha ratas 
for tha various nuclear reactions contributing, to neutrino production in 
tha sun. In tha past few years, auch effort has been expended on 
studying one of these reactions, Te(a,Y) Be (see Alexander at al. 
1984, Skaltoa and bvaaagh IMA, and references therein), without leading 
to any appreciable change la tha calculatad flux, whereas another 
iaportaat reaction, Be(p,y)H , has received cooperatively little 
attention. Tha decay of tha S produced in this reaction provides 
high-energy neutrinos that contribute 74% of the calculated neutrino 

37 capture rata in tha CI detector (lahcall at al. 1985). Thie calculated 
capture rate depends sensitively on tha low-energy cross section of the 
Be(p,y) B reaction, essentially through the zero-energy cross section 
factor S.-(0) , but aaasureaants are not practicable at the low energies 
required and existing aodels are not trusted for an accurate calculation. 
The noraml procedure has bean to use a calculated energy dependence to 
extrapolate to low energies tha cross section measured at higher energies. 

Several years ago, Barker (1980) gave reasons for believing that 
tha then-adopted value of S^CO) - 0.030 ±0.0027 keVb was too high and 
consequently exaggerated tha discrepancy in tha solar neutrino problea. 
Since then the adopted value has coaa down to its present value of 
S 1 7(0) - 0.0238±0.0023 ksVb (Fillppone et al. 1983b; Bahcall at al. 
1985), leading to a reduction of about 1 SNU in the calculatad flux. 
Moat of the reduction in S.^(0) can be attributed to a raduction in the 
7 8 
Ll(d,p) Li cross section, which has been used for normalizing moat 

7 8 7 A 
measurensnts of the Be(p,y) B croas eectlon. Valuee of the Li(d,p) Li 
cross sec-ion are usually quoted for the resonance at E. * 0.77 MeV and 
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ara demoted by o. . the currently accepted value of S*7(0) ia basad 

on tha value o. • 157 i 10 ab (PUippoaa at al. 1983b). Tha anargy 

dapaadanca aaaumed for axtrapolation puxpoaee baa baaa that calcolatad 

by Toabrello (1965). 

In tha next aactioa wa diacuea valuta of tha Li(d,p croaa 

•action O. . Sactlon III eooaidara tha ratio of tha 7Be(p,-y)*B 

croaa aaction to tha Li(d,p)\i croaa eection, and aaction IV tha 

calculatad anargy dapandanca of tha Be(p,Y) B croaa aactioa. Wa 

finally diacuaa tba •ignificancc of thaaa conaidarationa. 

II. Tha Li(d,p)\i croaa aaction 

Maaaurad values of O. togathar with tha values uaad by Filippona 
op 

at al. (1982,1983b) in obtaining tha adoptad aean valua ara given in Table 1, 

Filippona at al. excluded tha early measurements (Baggett and Baaa 1952; 

Baahkin 1954) bacauaa of their large uncertainties, and the measurement 

of Parker (1966) bacauaa it liaa 2.8 atandard daviationa above the weighted 

nean. Tha neasured value fro* Kavanagh (1960) waa reduced by 7.5% to take 

account of changes in the Li(p,p) Lx croaa aection (Warters at al. 
1953), which Kavanagh had uaad for noraelixing hia results, due to a 

renoraalisation (Ford 1964; Brown at al. 1973) and a reaeaeurenent 

(Lerner and Marion 1969). Tha precieion claimed by Schilling at al. 

(1976) was considered by Filippona at al. (1982) to be unreasonably high, 

and tha uncertainty that they quoted waa doubled. The weighted mean of 

these values is than 157t 6 ab, and Filippona at al. (1983b) increaaed 

tha uncertainty to 10 ab to take account of systaaatic errors. 

Son* co—snts on the earlier aaasured valuta in Table 1 (Baggett 

and Baaa 1952; Bashkin 1954; Kavanagh 1960; Parkar 1966; McClenahan and 

Segal 1975; Schilling at al. 1976) have already bean made (Barker 1980). 
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Additional coamnmca follow. Almost all the (use*) values of a. in 
dp 

Table 1 are baaed ultiaately am the masearemant by ladar at al. (19S6) 

of tha absolute atopplag croas section for protoas in lithiua. The 

conaectioas are shown ia Pigure 1. Mcttenehem and Segal (1975) 

presumably used tha aaaa stepping croas eectlon in obtaining the Li 

content of their Li f target, although they do not say so. Schilling 

et al. (1976) took their target thickness as that quoted by the supplier 

of their targets, but give no intonation on how this was obtained. 

Bader et al. (1956) claimed an accuracy of 3X in their meaaurements. 

Apparently no other absolute measuremsate of the stopping cross section 

for hydrogen in lithium have been made; however, Andersen and Ziegler 

(1977) comment that the values of Bader et el. for many (but not all) 

other targets appear to be high. One would not expect the lithium 

results to be exceptional in their reliability, since lithium targets 

are notorious for stability and composition problems. 
7 8 Recently there has been e determination of the Li(d,p) Li cross 

section by Height et al. (1985), which avoided the problem of lithium 

targeta by using a Li beam and a dauterated polyethylene target. 

They obtained a - 155 ±20 mb at t-jL± • 12.2 ± 1.3 MeV, corresponding 
r 

to E « 3.4 ±0.4 MeV. Previous;-measurements at these energies were 

made by McClenabao and Segal (1975), who found a * 195 mb , and Mingay 

(1979), with o * 255 mb . (Basbkin 1954 does not claim reliability 

for his measurements for E. S> 2.1 MeV.) Mow these measurements, and 

other measurements where they overlap in energy (Beggett and Bane 1952; 

Kavenagh 1960; Schilling at al. 1976), have essentially the same energy 

dependence, differing only in absolute magnitude (see Mingay 1979, 

Figure 6); if this energy dependence is used to extrapolate the measured 

value of Height et al. down to E. • 0.77 MeV, one finds a. * 110 ± 15 nb, 
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which ia vary awes laaa than tha adopts value. 

In aummery, aoat if mot all of tha conventional aeasureaenta of 

a. used to obtain the currently accepted value depend on tha accuracy 

of tha abaoluta atopping eroaa aactiona of Bader at al. (1956). Tha 

it raeaat and apparantly tha aaat raliabla of thaaa aeaauraaanta 

tlwynet al. 1982; Fillppeae at al. 1982) give values of a. lower 
op 

than tha accaptad vaxua, aa doaa tha oaa indapandaat aaaauraaant (Baight 

L. 1985). Tha average of thaaa 

12Z laaa than tha accaptad vali 

at al. 1985). Tha average of thaaa thcaa aaaauraaanta ia o. - 1381 Sab, 
dp 

III. Eatio of tha 7Ba(p,Y)** and 7Li(d,p)*Li croaa aactiona 

Moat aaaauraaanta of the Be(p,Y) B croaa aaction (Kavanagh 1960; 

Parkar 1966, 1968; Kavanagh at al. 1969; Kavanagh 1972; Vaughn at al. 

1970; Filippona at al. 1983a,b) have obtainad abaoluta values by 

noraaliiation to tha Li(d,p >«Ll croaa aaction o. . Of tha othera, 
dp 

Wiazorafc at al. (1977) determined the Be araal density in their 

target by aaaauring tha yield of 478 keV Y-raye, which are eaittad 

following tha radioactive decay of Be to the firat excited atata of 

Li , and Filippona at al. (1983a,b) aleo uaed thia method as wall aa 
one dependent on 0 ^ . In Figure 2, all tha measurements made relative 

to o^ are shown, as values of the S factor, normalized to the same 

value 0. • 157 ab. Tha error bars do not contain any contribution 

The values in Figure 2 attributed to Fillppone et al. (1983a,b) are 

1.06 times those given in Figure 3 of Fillppone et al. (1983a) and 

Figure 8 of Fillppone et al. (1983b), which correspond to a. * 148 mb. 

due to uncertainty in tha value of OV . Thus any discrepancies in 

Figure 2 are due to differences in the measured ratio of the 7Be(p,Y)8B 
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and Li(d,p)\i cross eactieas. tha carets in Figure 2 ara diacuasad 

in tha naart section. 

all tha aeasureaeuts in Figure 2 ansa to ba mare or laas conaistant 

with tha aaaa energy dependence. Tha absolute measurements of Parfcar 

(19*6,19*8) and of Kavaaagh at al. (1969) and Kavanagh (1972) ara in 

food agreement with one another, whila thasa of Kavanagh (1960), Vaughn 

at al. (1970), and Filippoaa at al. (1983a,b) ara alao in agreeaaat 

with ona another, bat tha valuta of tha first group ara about 301 

graatar than thosa af tha sacond group. This applias to tha rasonaat 

contribution at I * 0.73 MeV aa wall aa to tha non-resonant contribution. 
P 

Tha aixa of tha raaonant contribution amy ba raprasantad by tha radiation 

width T for tha Ml transition fro* tha first axcitad stata of B 

to tha ground state, tha valuta of which for the prasaat normalization 

ara V - 0.037 ±0.019 aV (Parkar 1966,1968) and 0.039 ±0.003 aV 

(Kavanagh at al. 1969; Kavanagh 1972) fioa tha first group, and 

r • 0.025 ±0.004 eV (Fllippona at al. 1983a,b) fron tha sacond group. 

Tha non-resonant contribution any ba raprasantad by tha valuas of 

S..(0) , provided tha ssaa anargy dapandanca is assuaad, say that of 
2 Toabrello (1965), and such valuas ara givan in Tabla 1 of Filippona 

Vaughn at al, (1970) analysed their data in two ways* in which diffsrant f 

assunptions wara Bade about tha rasonaat contributions. Filippona at al. 

(1983a,b) usa only tha rasult of tha first analysis S-7(0) - 0.0214 

± 0.0022 kaVb ; tha corraspondlng valua froa tha sacond analysis 

S l 7(0) - 0.0184±0.0035 kaVb is oaittad without coaaent, in spile of 

tha fact that Vaughn at al. considered it the battar valua; Kavanagh 

(1982) also oaittad it in a siailar summary. Actually we agree that the 
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second value should not be used, because it waa based a* tha assumption 

of a broad s-wevs itNanct at I - 3.t MaV, additional to the 

aoaraseaaat part that waa assuaad to have tba Toabrello energy dependence; 

such a resonance would alao coatributa to S.?(0) , aad tha aaalogua 

raaoaaaca ia tha adxror Li+n systea would invalidate tba flu to 

data aada by Toabrallo (1965). 

at al. (1913a) aad Figaro 9 of filippoaa at al. (1983b); however tha 
values aa praaaotad obacura tha diacrapaaciaa batwaaa tba various 

aaaauraaaata bacaaaa tha uacertaiaties shown all iacluda a cnaawn 

consonant which allows for tha uncertainty ia tha noraalisiag cross 

section o._ . dp 

Of tha two aaasureaents not baaed on the value of o. , that of 
dp 

Filippoaa et al. (I9g3a,b) aay be coaaidered as an indirect aeaeureaent 

of 0. ; equating tha Be areal densities that Filippone et al. dp 
obtained by their t#o different aathoda gives a. • 147± 19 ab , in 

excellent agxeeaent with their own direct aeaeureaente (Elwyn at al. 

1982; Filippone at al. 1982) aad consistent with the adopted aaan (see 

Table 1). Ia the other aeasureaeat, Wiesorek et al. (1977) found 

S,,(E • 0.36 MaV) - 0.03910.010 keVb, which ia seen to lie well abova 1/ p 
tha other aeasureaents ia Figure 2. Co—snts on tha analysis of this 

experiaant have bean aada by Barker (1980) and Kavanagh (1982). 

In discussing tha Ie(p,Y) B cross section aeasureaents, Bahcall 

at al, (1982) coaaantad that tba target aatrix in tha experiaent of 

Vaughn at al. (1970) was arach thicker and tha a-particle resolution 

aucb poorer than ia the experiaents of Parker (1966) or Kavanagh et al. 

(1969), giving data that ware "acre difficult to analyse cleanly and 

reliably". This, together with the good agraaaant between the results 

of Parker and Kavanagk at al., lad to tha results of Vaughn at al. being 
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omitted fro* the averagiag eteceae by Behcall et al. (1912) aad evea, la 

eerlier discussions by farter (1973,1978), to the* beiag neglected 

eatirely. la tbe reseat esserisaat ay Filippoao ot al. (1983a,b), th« 
7. areel daaaity of the target waa about tta tiaas that for taa 

experiaeat of Parker (1966), oaablfag shorter raaa aad coasee.ueutly lass 

severe problaaa froa baekgrooad aad froa earboa buildup on tbe targot 

(* 3 be? as coaaered with 77 be?). Ibuo oaa would expect the results of 

Filippoae at al. to be aore reliable than these of Parker, the fact 

that tbe work of Kaveaagh et el. (1H9), apart froa its results (Kavaaegh 

1972), is still unpublished cakes it aare or less insane froa detailed 

criticisa. It has beea eceepted because of tbe reputation end authority 

of its authors and the institute to which they belong. 

The accepted value of 8,.(0) was obtained by using for tbe retio 

of the Be(p,Y) B sad Li(d,p)\i cross sections an average value 

froa both groups of asssureaeats, in spite of the feet that the 

aagnitudes in the two groups ere apparently inconsistent with one 

another. Bahcall et al. (1982) selected only tbe upper group; it now seeas 

preferable to select the lower group, which contains the atasureaant 

(Flllppone et al. 1983a,b) that appears to be the aost reliable, so 

obtaining a reduction of 8.-(0) '. **»•* Che accepted value by about 10%. 

7 8 IV, Energy dependence of the Be(p,Y) 8 cross section 

Alaost all extrapolations of the measured Bc(p,Y) 8 cross section 

to low energies have been asde assuming that the non-resonant contribution 

has the energy dependence calculated by Tosbrsllc (1965). He used a 

direct-capture nodal in which tbe optical-potential parameters for tbe 
7 8 

initial 8e<f p systea aad the spectroscopic fsctors of the final 8 
state were sssuasd to be tbe saae as for the mirror Li+n aystsa, so 
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that they could be obtained by f i t t i n g experimental data for the 
7 7 7 8 

reactions Li(n,n) Li and Li(n,Y) Li . Tombrello included 

contributions fro* s-wave protons only . Some cr i t i c i sms of t h i s 

calculation have been Bade previously. Aurdal (1970) pointed out that 

i t i s w r e reasonable to choose deeper potent ia l s corresponding to 2s 

nucleons rather than Is nucleons as assumed by Tombrello. Robertson 

(1973) showed that , although s-wave proton contributions dominate the 

7Be(p,Y) B cross s e c t i o n a t solar energies , contributions from d-wave 

protons can be appreciable at laboratory energies and therefore need to 

be taken into account i n f i t t i n g the data. Both of these defects of 

Toabrello's calculat ion were corrected in the calculat ion by Barker 

(1980), which otherwise e s s e n t i a l l y used Tombrello*s approach but with 

new L i + n data. Additional comments on the calculat ions of Tombrello, 
3 

Aurdal and Robertson are given by Barker (1980). 
3 
An additional problem concerning Tonbrello's numerical values of S._ 

at very low energies has been pointed out recently (Barker 1983) . F i ts 

to data using the energy dependence attributed to Tombrello have given 

the zero-energy logarithmic derivative of S._ as (1/S dS/dE). = a 

- - 1 . 0 MeV"1 (Parker 1966; Kavanagh 1972,1982; Bahcall et a l . 1982), 

whereas calculat ions using Tonbrello's parameter values have given 

a - -2 .0 MeV (Barker 1983). The l e t t e r calculat ions give values of 

S._ that agree reasonably with the published values in Figure 3 of 

Tombrello (1965) for E £ 0 . 1 5 MeV, but are appreciably larger as 

E-*0 ; these calculated values agree l e s s well with the energy 

dependence attributed co Tombrello by others . 

In Barker (1980), s ince the standard parameter set did not f i t the 

Li+n data and in part icular the thermal neutron capture cross sect ion, 

several modified parameter se t s that did were given. These led to n 
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variety of Be(p.Y) B cross sections, but the differences were nainly 

in the absolute values while the energy dependences were rather similar. 

Relative to the energy dependence attributed to Tombrello, Barker's 

s-wave contribution decreases with increasing energy, as Robertson 

(1973) found in his calculations, but the total S factor increases 

with energy, due to the increase in the relative d-wave contribution, 

which is 6Z at zero energy, 19Z at 0.3 MeV, and 82Z at 4 MeV (Barker 

1980). Thus the values of S,7(0) obtained using Barker's energy 

dependence are smaller than those from Tombrello *s when the same data 

are fitted. For their data, Filippone et al. (1983b) found the 

reduction to be 10-15Z. The curves in Figure 2 show fits to these data, 

which extend up to E • 1.4 MeV only, using the energy dependences of 

Tombrello and of Barker, the latter being for the standard parameter 

set with a normalization factor of 0.84. The extension of the Tombrello 

curve to 4 MeV uses his suggested linear extrapolation (see Vaughn et 

al. 1970). The data of Filippone et al. are better fitted by the energy 

dependence of Tombrello, but it is seen that this fails to fellow the 

trend of the higher energy date, even when one allows for a resonance 

contribution at E * 2.5 MeV, whereas the Barker energy dependence 

does. Since the latter has more justification than that of Tombrello, 

it seems more reasonable to use it, so obtaining values of S._(0) 

smaller by about 12Z than those hitherto obcained. 

V. Discussion 

The error assigned to the presently accepted value of s
1 7 ( ° ) is 

about 10%. Thus changes to S,.(0) of the order of 10% would be 

significant. In each of the preceding three sections, we have seen 

that reductions of this order are not only plausible but are eminently 
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justifiable. These three reductions, of about 121, 10Z, and 12Z, are 

independent, leading to a net reduction of about 30Z, giving 

S.,(0) * 0.017 keVb . Such a value would reduce the capture rate of 

solar neutrinos from the presently predicted value (Bahcall et al. 

1985) of 5.8 ±2.2 SNU (effective 3a limits) to about 4.5 SNU, so 

reducing by a significant amount the discrepancy with the observed rate 

(Bahcall et ?1. 1985) of 2.1 ±0.3 SNU (la error). 

In the above considerations, we have used experimental data and 
7 8 tl;e calculated energy dependence of the Be(p,y) B cross section, but 

have not mentioned the calculated absolute value of this cross section. 

By using parameter values that fitted Li + n data, Barker (1980) 

calculated S,_(0) values ranging from 0.014 to 0.022 keVb , in 

good agreement with the experimental value suggested above. Also shell 

model values of T - 0.019-0.021 eV (see Table 3 of Barker 1980) 

agree well with the similarly adjusted experimental value Y « 0.023±0.004 eV 

It seems unlikely that the values suggested here will be accepted 

before more work is done. It is to be hoped that new measurements of 
7 8 the Be(p,Y) B cross section will be made using radioactive ion beam 

facilities (Boyd et al. 1983; Haight et al. 1983,1985). In the 

meantime, a new measurement should be made of the stopping cross 

section for hydrogen in lithium. 
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Table 1 

Values of the 7Li(d,p)^Li cross section 
at the 0.77 HeV resonance 

Measured Used (1) Refer 

230 2 

150 ± 38 3 

176 ± 15 163 ± 15 4 

211 ± 15 5 

138 ± 20 138 ± 20 6 

181 ± 8 181 ± 16 7 

174 ± 16 174 ± 16 8 

146 ± 13 146 ± 13 9 

146 ± 12 148 t 12 10 

157 ±10 Adopted mean (1) 

References. - (1) Filippone et al. 1983b. (2) Baggett and Banie 1952. 

(3) Bashkln 1954. (4) Kavanagh 1960. (5) Parker 1966. (6) McClenahan 

and Segel 1975. (7) Schilling et al. 1976. (8) Mingay 1979. 

(9) Elwyn et al. 1982. (10) Filippone et al. 1982. 
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Figure captions 

Fig.l. Connections between Li(d,p)\i cross section measurements and 

the stopping cross section measurement of Bader et al. (1956). 

(Lerner and Harion also determined their target thickness by 

weighing but gave this measurement only one third of the 

weight given to that based on the stopping cross section; they 

also referred to the calculated stopping cross sections of 

Williamson and Boujot 1962.) 

7 8 Fig.2. S factor for Be(p,y) B as a function of proton energy E . 

The points are experimental values as indicated, and include 

resonant contributions for E * 730 and 2500 keV. For the 
P 

sake of clarity, the error bars on some Kavanagh et al. points 

are omitted. The curves are calculated nonresonant fits to the 

data of Filippone et al. using two different energy dependences 

full curve, Tombrello (1965); dashed curve, Barker (1980). 
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